


Notice of explanation on the Coefficient of Effective Electricity and 

the Grid Price of Hydropower Stations 

 
To small and medium scale hydropower development enterprises: 
 
After the calculation on the actual average level of effective electricity and settlement 
grid price in all hydropower stations (located in Fugong County, which the project 
located) connecting to the grid in 2004, we have find that: the average coefficient of 
effective electricity takes 83.59% of the annual average designed power generation, 
and the average grid price is 0.153Yuan/kWh (VAT included). 
 
The reasons that cause this effective electricity and grid price are as following:  
1. The transmission line construction is poor, the connection with large grid (South 
China Grid) can only through the 110 kV voltages lines, and the transmission load 
capacity is limited. Since the bottleneck on transmission in abundant water period 
appears generally, the loss caused surplus water is seriously, resulting that the grid 
effective electricity could not reach the design standard. 
 
2. The development on middle and small scale hydropower is pacing into the summit 
period; the construction on grid could not keep pace with the addition capacity in 
newly built station. The bottleneck on power generation will exist in long period. The 
decreasing trend on coefficient of effective electricity will last for a few years. 
 
3. The industrial consumption in local county is not much, and the surplus electricity 
have to transmit to high level grid, the transmitting distance is long with big line loss. 
After deducting the wheeling cost of our company when settlement grid price with 
large grid, the hydropower settlement grid price is relative low. 
 
4. While the newly built hydropower stations are more and more, the ratio that the 
electricity generated transmitted to large grid will become higher and higher 
correspondingly, resulting the grid price will be decreased further inevitably. 
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